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Abstract:

The FAIR principles were introduced to enhance data reuse by providing guidelines
for effective data management practices. In the broader context of research, assets en-
compass not only data but also other artifacts such as code, software, and publications.
FAIRifying these artifacts is as essential as FAIRifying data, especially in Data Science
and Artificial Intelligence, where the complexity of current AI approaches makes repro-
ducibility extremely challenging. Therefore, facilitating the easy reuse of these artifacts
represents a significant stride towards mitigating this problem. The concept of FAIR
Digital Objects (FDOs) presents a solution to FAIRify these artifacts, treating them as
FDOs. NFDI4DataScience is embracing FDOs and proposing an architecture to effi-
ciently manage them.
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1 Background

Since introducing the FAIR principles in 2016 [1], they have gained widespread accep-
tance among data management professionals, projects, and initiatives, including the
EOSC roadmap (European Commission 2018). These principles were later expanded
to encompass other digital objects (e.g., software [2] and workflows [3]). Recogniz-
ing the importance of these principles such as making metadata available, significant
efforts have been mobilized to motivate researchers to FAIRify their resources and
supply metadata, with various strategies employed to extract metadata from existing
resources such as publications [4]. However, it’s become clear that availability alone is
insufficient to achieve the desired level of reproducibility and reusability. Metadata must
not only be accessible but also complete, accurate, and readily findable. The FAIR Dig-
ital Objects (FDOs) emerged as a more detailed version, where objects, their metadata
and their materialisations are clearly separated. An FDO is a conceptual approach [5]
that offers a technical solution for implementing FAIR principles across various digital
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object types [6], [7] while also adding an operations layer boosting interoperability be-
yond the initial FAIR possibilities as machines can understand and directly use those
operations to (semi)automatically use the objects and connect them with each other
via operational workflows.

Numerous initiatives have emerged in Europe and beyond to establish a comprehen-
sive infrastructure ecosystem for research data, such as the EOSC at the European
level and NFDI at the German national level. It is crucial that these infrastructures are
founded on robust fundamentals, like those offered by FDOs. The implementation of
FDOs helps ensure that research digital objects are findable, accessible, interoperable,
and reusable, thus paving the way towards improved transparency, and reproducibility
in data-driven research disciplines.

2 FDO Concept

The adoption of FAIR Digital Objects (FDOs) enables researchers and institutions to
effectively manage digital objects while ensuring compliance with evolving research
management standards. This, in turn, enables more effective sharing and collabora-
tion among researchers, fostering innovation and accelerating scientific discovery. Ad-
ditionally, as more funding agencies and publishers begin to require adherence to FAIR
principles, the adoption of FDOs will become increasingly important to secure fund-
ing and disseminate research findings. Consequently, the implementation of FDOs
can create a foundation for more transparent, efficient, and collaborative research pro-
cesses that ultimately benefit the entire scientific community.

Recognizing the importance of FDOs, the NFDI4DataScience1 consortium is adopt-
ing them to manage research artefacts within the realm of data science, including es-
sential components such as datasets, publications, software, and models. The objec-
tive is to assist researchers in easily locating and utilising the resources they need,
whether they correspond to the metadata or the actual object in a particular format to-
gether with some basic operations on top of them. This is particularly useful when the
objects are private as their metadata will still be open and available to others.

3 FDO Architecture

In accordance with the FDO specifications2 released by the FDO Forum3, we propose
an architecture4 that adheres to both FAIR principles and FDO specifications while
encompassing all artifacts in a data science workflow. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
architecture begins with a Registry of FDOs that stores all the PID records along with
minimal metadata records such as the FDO type.

Each PID in the registry resolves to a more extensive metadata piece containing
the FDO Profile, the PID of the metadata, and the PID of the digital object itself (e.g.,
publication, dataset). The rationale for having separate PIDs for the digital object and
metadata is to comply with the FDO specification, which emphasizes separating the
metadata from the digital object and ensuring that metadata persists even if the digital
object does not.

1https://www.nfdi4datascience.de/
2https://fairdo.org/specifications/
3https://fairdo.org/
4https://fdda1.gitlab.io/fdom
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Figure 1. FDO Architecture. See footnote 4

While the digital object PID resolves to the bit-sequence, the metadata PID re-
solves to the corresponding metadata of the FDO, which follows predefined metadata
schemas. These schemas are determined by the FDO profile, such as software or
dataset, and obtained from Schema.org5. Additionally, a set of operations from a pre-
defined registry is assigned to each FDO based on its profile.

This architecture fosters compliance with FAIR principles and FDO specifications, en-
suring that all artifacts in a data science workflow are managed effectively. An example
of this architecture can be found here6.
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